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Senior Product Manager
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Company: Tencent

Location: Amsterdam

Category: other-general

Responsibilities:

Level Infinite is a global gaming brand dedicated to delivering high-quality and engaging

interactive entertainment experiences to a worldwide audience, wherever and however they

choose to play. It operates from bases in Amsterdam and Singapore with staff around the

world. 

To learn more about Level Infinite, visit , and follow on Twitter,Facebook, Instagram and

YouTube.

Responsibilities�

1. Establishing overseas data product system, including: data BI, data analysis, self-service

analysis and other data application platform by communicating with global game R&D

Studios and analysing global game data and application scenario features.

2. Coordinating with Dev&Design teams, controlling project implementation and final results,

optimizing products design and operation to achieve game data solution value.

3. Communicate and connect with customers, understand their needs, and provide targeted

solutions.

Requirements:

Required Qualifications:

1. Strong English communication and understanding skills, ability to effectively collaborate

across teams, ability to understand and explore the actual usage requirements of overseas

users and design reasonable product solutions

2. Bachelor degree or above, with basic knowledge of statistics, computer fundamentals, data
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mining, information management and product design

3. 3+ years of experience in product management, data analysis and platform design, with an

understanding of data mining or NLP applications

4. Proficiency in SQL, familiar with Axure interaction design, understanding of interaction

visualization principles, familiar with Tableau or other BI visualization & self-service analysis

tools

5. Excellent logical thinking and analytical skills, love game industry, strong anti-stress

ability and self-drive, entrepreneurial spirit, and ability to grow quickly

Preferred Qualifications�

1. Experience in game data product platform design、sale and practice is preferred
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